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Introduction

A wealth of research has shown that mental

verbs describing the inner states of others are

harder to master than verbs describing actions. Al-

though children begin to use action verbs in their

second year of life (Bloom et al., 1975; Gentner,

1978), it is not until their third year that they en-

gage in mental state talks using mental verbs

such as know and think (Bartsch & Wellman,

1995; Bretherton & Beeghly, 1982). Why mental

verbs are harder to acquire than action verbs is

one of the challenging questions in language acqui-

sition research. In child language literature, one

camp hypothesized that the acquisition of mental

verbs develops along with the development of men-

tal state concepts known as theory of mind

(Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997). Thus, it is not until

they approach the time of acquisition for theory

of mind that they start to use mental verbs

(Bartsch & Wellman, 1995). Alternatively, it is hy-

pothesized that the mapping between in mental-

state labels and their corresponding situations is

harder than the mapping the labels of visible

concepts such as physical movement (Gleitman,

1990). Thus it would require sufficient contextual

and syntactic information to be available to serve

as cues to the person in order to use mental verbs

(Papafragou, Cassidy, & Gleitman, 2007).

In the recent analyses with adults and children,

Papafragou et al. (2007) claim to have found

strong support for the second hypothesis. They

found that not only adults but also children are ca-

pable of using more mental verbs once they are

equipped with syntactic frameworks that provide

the participants with a structural guide to inter-

pret the contexts that involve a protagonist’s false

beliefs. In their experiments, Papafragou et al.

asked adult participants to view short silent films

in which a main protagonist performs series of ac-

tions. One type of film involves a situation in

which the protagonist holds a false belief because

a change-of-state has occurred of which she is not

aware: False Belief scenario. The other type in-

volves a situation in which the protagonist per-

forms a series of actions without holding a false be-

lief: Action scenario. They compared the propor-
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tion of different verbs used to describe the scenes

between the FB and Action scenarios. Their initial

comparative study did not find any difference in

the production of mental verbs. However, when

they created a condition in which the participants

watched the film and had to guess the words

needed to fit in with the syntactic frameworks

that were given, they found that the cues from the

syntactic structure (syntactic complement) enabled

the participants to use more mental verbs in the

FB scenarios when compared with the Action sce-

narios. This trend was also found in the experi-

ment with 4 year-old children.

From these experiments, a syntactic framework

for an English-speaking population seems to play

an important role in the production of mental

verbs. Could this finding be replicated in a lan-

guage in which the use of syntactic complement is

less common in conversational discourses? In their

study, Nomura and Suzuki (2016) compared the ac-

quisition of mental verbs in English and Japanese

and found that Japanese mothers and their chil-

dren used much less mental verbs in a form of fi-

nite complement. In a language culture where

speakers have less frequent experiences of using fi-

nite complement structures in conversations, it

may be that a syntactic framework may not pro-

vide critical cues necessary to promote the use of

mental verbs. Nomura and Suzuki argue that a

lower use of mental verbs in finite complements in

Japanese conversations may have an impact on

the development of Japanese children’s theory of

mind, the ability to impute other people’s

thoughts and beliefs, which may not reflect real-

ity. An investigation into the influence of using

mental verbs on a child’s conceptual development

in different language-speaking populations would

help extend our understanding of how language

and cognition are interrelated and influence each

other.

There is supporting evidence for this relation in

evidence that language use influences cognition dif-

ferently in English and Japanese (Fausey, Long,

Inamori, & Boroditsky, 2010). They found that

English and Japanese speakers perceive and

describe a change-of-state differently when the

situation involved non-intentional events. For ex-

ample, when the participants saw the scenes in

which a balloon broke unexpectedly when the pro-

tagonist was inflating it, English-speakers used

agentive expressions such as ‘she broke the balloon’,

whereas the Japanese-speakers tended to use non-

agentive expressions such as ‘the balloon broke’.

This preferential difference also caused differences

in the participant’s ability to remember the infor-

mation regarding the agent of the action. English-

speakers remembered agent information, such as

what colour shirt she was wearing, significantly

better than the Japanese-speakers. Further, when

the English-speakers were primed with either

agentive expressions or non-agentive expressions,

those people who were primed with agentive-

expressions showed significantly better memory

about the agent in comparison with those who

were primed with non-agentive expressions.

These findings suggest that language use influ-

ences human cognition. In Fausey et al., the prim-

ing manipulation was performed with the English-

speaking group only. Thus, it is unknown if the

same manipulation would change the cognitive per-

formance of the Japanese-speaking group. Because

of the difference in language use between English

and Japanese as discussed above, the same manipu-

lation may not result in the same effects. Thus, to

extend our understandings of language and its ef-

fect on cognition, it is important to examine the

case of the Japanese language. The present study,

following the paradigm of Papafragou et al (2007)

examines how the syntactic framework influences

the speakers’ interpretation of false belief contexts

in the Japanese language.

The present study. The present study has three

aims. The first aim is to compare the proportions

of different verb use in FB scenarios and Action sce-

narios, which do not include FB. It is expected

that the FB scenarios elicit more mental verbs

than the Action scenarios in the perceiver’s linguis-

tic description of the scenes. The second aim is to

compare the verb use in the FB scenarios under
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two independent eliciting conditions. It is expected

that the perceivers who received syntactic frame-

works are more likely to use mental verbs than

those who received free description instructions.

The third aim is to compare how well the perceiv-

ers in the two conditions depicted the protagonist’s

FB. It is expected that the perceivers who received

syntactic frameworks are more likely to refer to

the protagonists’ FB in comparison with those

who received the free description instructions.

Methods

Participants. Seventy-two university students

(M age＝18.42 SD＝1.24) participated in this study.

They received a course credit for their participa-

tion. Thirty-eight students were assigned to the

scene only (SO) condition group and 34 students

were assigned to the scene+syntax (SS) condition

group.

Materials. Four brief silent films showing a

main actress engaged in various activities were pre-

pared. Two films included false-belief (FB) scenes

(FB scenarios, thereafter) and the other two in-

cluded action scenes (Action scenarios). FB scenar-

ios involve: 1) the female actress preparing to

make a cup of instant coffee. She then accidentally

picks up a pen because the spoon that she had

brought was replaced with the pen by a third

party, but she does not notice her mistakes until

she puts the pen into the cup to give it a stir; and

2) the female actress finishes her writing and

leaves her pen on the table. Her phone then rings

and she picks up her phone and accidentally picks

up a spoon to take notes because the pen was re-

placed by the spoon by a third party. She does not

notice it until she tries to write with the spoon.

Action scenarios involve: 1) While the female ac-

tress is drawing pictures, a third party comes and

picks up a cup placed near her; 2) while the female

actress is cutting paper, a third party comes and

picks up a pen near the woman.

Procedure. The participants watched a series of

4 brief films in a group. The order of presenting

the films was fixed. The Action and FB film scenar-

ios within a group were alternated. They were

told that in each film, something would happen to

a woman. At the end of each video, they were

asked to write down the event that they saw on a

sheet of paper. For the SO condition, the partici-

pants were given an answer sheet with blank

spaces for each film. For the SS condition, the par-

ticipants were given an answer sheet with four in-

complete sentences in which only syntactic frames

that matched with the scenes were given. The par-

ticipants in the SS condition need to fill the words

that corresponded to the description of the scene

they saw (see appendix 1).

Coding. Two types of coding were involved. One

identified verb types by partially following

Papafragou et al (2009). There are four verb types:

belief verbs, desire verbs, action verbs and other

verbs. The present study differed from Papafragou

et al. in that action verbs included those verbs

with an active voice from the main actress’s per-

spective only and other verbs included state verbs

and those verbs in passive voices or action verbs

from the supporting actress’s perspective. The

other coding identified the false belief description

in FB scenarios. The criteria for the FB reference

is that the description included the main actresses’

misinterpretation of the intended objects.

Results

Verbs used to describe events in SO condition. A

summary of belief verbs, desire verbs, other verbs

and action verbs used in the Action and FB scenar-

ios are given in Table 1. The proportion of each

type of verb was calculated for the participants’ re-

sponses and these were compared between the Ac-

tion and FB scenarios (Figure 1). As no desire

verbs were used in the Action scenario, this cate-

gory was merged with belief verbs and referred to

as mental state verbs. Chi-squire tests indicated

that there were significant differences in the pro-

portion of verb use: χ2 (2)＝16.15, p<.0001. The ad-

justed standardized residuals in each cell were ex-

amined to see if they exceed the +/-2.0 criteria

(MacDonald & Gardner, 2000). The analyses sug-

gested that a significantly greater proportion of

mental state verbs were used in FB scenarios than
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Table 1. Verb types and frequency used in the FB and Action scenarios in Scene Only condition



in Action scenarios, whereas a greater proportion

of other verbs were used in Active scenarios than

in FB scenarios (See Table 2).

Verbs used to describe events in SS condition. In

this condition, the participants were given syntac-

tic frames and these frames served as clues to help

describe events in terms of mental state refer-

ences. A summary of verb usage for belief verbs, de-

sire verbs, other verbs and action verbs used in Ac-

tion and FB scenarios is given in Table 3. The pro-

portions of usage of these verb categories were

compared for the Action and FB scenarios (Figure

2). As no desire verbs were used in either the FB

or Action scenarios, this category was merged

with belief verbs and referred to as the mental

state verbs. Chi-squire tests indicated that there

were significant differences in the proportion of

verb use: χ2 (2)＝120.41, p<.0001. The analyses of

adjusted standardized residuals suggest that a sig-
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Table 2. Cross-tabulation of verb types and scenarios
in the SO condition

Table 3. Verb types and their frequency of use in FB and action scenarios in scene syntax condition



nificantly greater proportion of mental state verbs

was used in the FB scenarios than in the Action sce-

narios, whereas a greater proportion of action

verbs was used in the Action scenario than in the

FB scenarios (See Table 4).

Comparing the FB scenarios for the proportion of

verb use. The proportion of verb use was com-

pared for the FB scenarios between the Scene Only

(SO) and Scene Syntax (SS) conditions. Chi-square

tests indicated that there were significant differ-

ences between the conditions: χ 2 (2)＝129.24, p<

.0001. The analyses of adjusted standardized residu-

als revealed that the proportion of mental state

verb use was greater in the SS condition than in

SO condition, whereas the proportions of other

verb and action verb use were greater in the SO con-

dition than in the SS condition. This suggests that

the syntactic framework effect produced a greater

proportion of mental state verbs (See Table 5).

Comparing the FB reference between the condi-

tion groups. Two independent raters coded the de-

scriptions for the scenes that depicted the false be-

liefs of the actress. Inter-rater coding for accuracy

was examined using Cohen’s kappa. Both the SO

and SS conditions for the FB scenarios were κ＝

.95 and κ＝1.0, respectively. Disagreements were

resolved upon discussions. The proportion of FB

references were compared for the SO and SS condi-

tions. In the SO condition, 47 out of a possible 76

FB references (61.8％) were made, whereas in the

SS condition 64 out of a possible 68 FB references

(94％) were made. The proportion of FB references

in the SS condition was significantly greater than

those in the SO condition: z＝4.60, p<.00001, two-

tailed.

Discussion

The present study examined three questions.

The first test was to compare the proportions of

different verb use in the FB scenarios and the Ac-

tion scenarios. As expected, the FB scenarios elic-

ited more mental verbs than the Action scenarios

in the perceiver’s linguistic descriptions of the

scenes. This trend was found for both Scene Only

(SO) and Scene and Syntax (SS) conditions. For

the SO condition, the present results differs from
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Table 4. Cross-tabulation of verb types and contexts
in the SS condition

Table 5. Cross-tabulation of verb types and conditions
for verb counts in FB scenarios



the previous study (Papafragou et al., 2009) in

that this study found a greater use of mental

verbs in the FB scenes in comparison with the Ac-

tion scenes. This difference may be due to the in-

structions given to the participants. The present

study asked the participants to view and describe

what happened in the scenario, whereas

Papafragou et al. (2007) asked the participant to

guess what the mothers would say to their child

when watching the video together. The hypothe-

sized situation of mother and child interaction

may change with the participants’ perception of

the child’s age, which might have influenced the

quality and quantity of information in their word

use. However, the present study echoes with the

previous study in that when the syntactic frame-

works were given to the participants for the FB

scenes, the participants were more likely to use

mental verbs in comparison with the Action

scenes. Although the previous study found a differ-

ent proportion of mental verb use in FB scenes

than in the Action scenes only in the SS condi-

tions, the present study found the same trends for

both SO and SS conditions. Thus the next test is

to address whether a syntactic framework gave

more clues to use of mental verbs more than non-

syntactic frameworks.

The second test was to compare verb use in the

FB scenarios under two independent eliciting condi-

tions. As expected, the participants who received

syntactic frameworks were more likely to use men-

tal verbs than those who received free description

instructions. In line with the previous study, the re-

sults suggest that the syntactic framework pro-

vided the participants with clues about the interpre-

tation of the scenes from the mental state of the

main actress. How did this happen? It is possible

to speculate that the following psychological proc-

esses could have occurred in these two conditions.

When the participants had complete freedom in de-

scribing the scenes, then they could focus on the

main theme of the event and the peripheral infor-

mation to enrich their description. In contrast,

when a syntactic framework was given, the partici-

pant had to look for the best possible information

to fit with the framework, and thus excluded the

option of using peripheral information.

Given that the syntactic frameworks gave clues

to the participants, one might expect that all par-

ticipants would prefer to use mental verbs. How-

ever, when looking at the responses for the SS con-

dition, there are four out of 68 occasions (5％)

from different participants, where no mental verbs

were provided as responses. These observations

suggest that there are still possible word choices

in this condition, and that a significantly larger

proportion of participants choose to use mental

verbs rather than other verbs.

The third test was to compare how well the per-

ceivers in the two conditions depicted the protago-

nist’s FB. As expected, the perceivers who received

syntactic frameworks were more likely to refer to

the protagonists’ FB in comparison with those

who received the free description instructions. Al-

though the 61.8％ of the participants in the SO con-

dition clearly depicted linguistically the main ac-

tress’s FB, the proportion of FB depiction (94.0％)

was significantly greater in SS condition. Thus in

the SO condition, although the participants used

more mental verbs in FB scenarios than in the Ac-

tion scenarios, this does not mean that they de-

picted explicitly the main actress’s FB.

These results suggest two important implica-

tions. When people are faced with the FB scenes, al-

though they may be aware of the protagonist’s

FB implicitly, they do not always make an explicit

reference to it using linguistic means. However,

syntactic frameworks could influence how they

structure what they perceived and enable them to

use a greater proportion of mental verbs. The role

that syntax places on our cognitive process may

be underestimated. As shown in Fausey et al. how

we use language could influence how we perceive

the world and that could make a significant effect

in how we encode it. Despite Japanese-speakers’

tendency to use less finite complements in conversa-

tions that could provide crucial cues to the use of

mental verbs, when they are given explicit syntac-

tic structures, they are more likely to use mental

verbs in FB scenarios. However, in natural
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conversations such syntactic constraints do not ex-

ist unless a linguistically competent adult provides

such a framework. Thus it is possible to conclude

that although Japanese language use does not

naturally favor the syntactic structure leading to

mental verbs, Japanese are sensitive to such syntac-

tic frameworks and are ready to adopt them in in-

terpreting the FB situations.

Japanese language use does not encourage finite

complement structures and may have unfavorable

consequences for children’s conceptual develop-

ment as argued by Nomura and Suzuki (2016). Al-

though this is still a hypothesis, there is emerging

evidence to support this possibility. A training

study using perspective-shifting discourses that

embedded finite complement structures facilitated

Indo-European language speaking children, how-

ever similar training may not have the same level

of efficacy in Japanese-speaking children (Tsuji,

2015). These findings suggest that although adult

speakers of the Japanese language can adapt to

given linguistic structures, young learners of the

Japanese language may not be able to make full

use of such frameworks.

Future studies need to examine whether Japa-

nese-speaking children at around the age of 4 are

able to benefit from the use of syntactic frame-

works. Papafragou et al. found a syntactic struc-

ture effect on children’s use of mental verbs in

English-speaking populations. If Japanese-speaking

children are unable to provide mental verbs with

the aid of syntactic frameworks, then this impor-

tant difference in language use for the purpose of

acquiring mental verbs and the development of the-

ory of mind needs to be highlighted.
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Appendix 1. Syntactic frameworks provide to the participants in the Scene Syntax condition

ビデオ 1

女の人は，（ ）で（ ）を（ ）。

The female wa（ ）de（ ）wo（ ）.

ビデオ 2

女の人は，（ ）を（ ）と（ ）。

The female wa（ ）wo（ ）to（ ）.

ビデオ 3

女の人は，（ ）で（ ）を（ ）。

The female wa（ ）de（ ）wo（ ）.

ビデオ 4

女の人は，（ ）を（ ）と（ ）。

The female wa（ ）wo（ ）to（ ）.

Appendix 2. Verb types and frequency used in FB and Action scenarios in Scene Only condition in Japanese descriptions
and approximate meaning in English
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Appendix 3. Verb types and frequency used in FB and Action scenarios in Scene Syntax condition
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日本語話者が場面描写で心的動詞を用いる条件

学芸学部 心理学科

辻 弘美

要 旨

本研究は、日本語話者が出来事を記述する場合どのように心的動詞を使用するのかについて検討した。実験には出

来事の刺激動画として、ある人物が一連のアクションを行なっている間に、誤信念を抱くことになるシーンの有無を

操作したものを用意した。実験対象者は、これらの刺激動画を見た後、場面についての記述を行なった。刺激場面を

記述する条件として、実験対象者を構文的なフレームワークを与えられた条件群と自由記述条件群のどちらかに割り

当てた。記述に用いられた動詞タイプとその頻度を場面の種類および記述条件間で比較した。どちらの記述条件にお

いても誤信念に関与した場面の記述では、心的動詞が他のタイプの動詞より多く使用された。二つの記述条件群を比

較した場合、構文的なフレームワークを与えられた実験対象者は、自由記述条件群よりも心的動詞を多く使用してい

た。これらの結果について、心的動詞の獲得と心の理論の発達に関連づけて議論した。

キーワード：心的動詞、日本語、誤信念、心の理論


